
Complaint to Commerce Commission 
for Breach of Fair Trading Act
by the New Zealand Transport Agency
for Misleading and Deceptive Information 
on the Nelson Southern Link Business Case Investigation

Complainant Details:
First Name:  Peter
Last Name:   Olorenshaw

Convenor of and on behalf of the Nelson Transport Strategy 
Group (Nelsust) Inc.

email address:   petero@inspire.net.nz
Street Address:   10 Ralphine Way
Suburb:   Maitai Valley
City/region:  Nelson
Postcode:   7010
Daytime contact number:  03 5466176
Mobile number:   027 628 1686

The Issue:
Business or person you are reporting:  New Zealand Transport Agency, Raewyn Bleakley 

regional director central region
Location of business and/or person:  Level 9 PSIS House, 20 Ballance St, POBox 5084, 

Lambton Quay, Wellington 6145, tel. 04 894 5200

Describe your concerns/evidence and documents:  See following pages

If the Commission decides that your report is better suited to another government 
organisation, do you agree to us disclosing your report and personal details to that 
organisation?  :  Yes
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Misleading and Deceptive Information in Southern Link 
Business Case Documents:

1. Predetermined Outcome: Gerry Brownlee the then minister of transport when 
discussing the Nelson Southern Link Business Case Study was quoted as saying “the 
government has not put in $12million outside of the land transport fund to get a report to 
say don’t do it”  (Nelson Mail Tuesday 30th Dec 2014).  The government is funding a study 
with a predetermined outcome.  

2. “ Key” Stakeholders only Road Supporters
What legitimacy does the Strategic case have when its invited “stakeholders” are only 
those who are known to be supporters of one transport option.  What makes New Zealand 
Transport Agency (NZTA) think that schools and kindergartens that are on the proposed 
route have no stake in this?  Why are they not a key stakeholder?  Why is the District 
Health Board not a key stakeholder, why was there zero environmental or maori 
stakeholder involvement in defining the “problem”
What legitimacy does the study have when “key” Stakeholders define the problem without 
deferring to their members?  The Automobile Association didn’t refer back to their 
members, Nelson City Councillor Eric Davies and Nelson Mayor Rachel Reese not only 
didn’t refer back to other councillors let alone the Nelson residents, but claimed Nelson 
City Council (NCC) had no involvement.

3. Misleading and Deceptive Documents for people to feedback on, used as basis 
for determining solution:
We are concerned about the bias in the documents that people are using to form their 
opinions in order to give informed feedback.  This feedback is going to determine what 
solution, what “Approach” will be further investigated.  It is our understanding that once the 
preferred approach is determined, there will be no going back to revisit other approaches.  
It is our contention that the means for determining the preferred solution is based on 
misleading and deceptive information put out by NZTA:  
! 3.1 Route being explored is “Fundamentally the wrong place to put a State 
Highway” :
The Southern Link route for the state highway was turned down by the environment court 
in 2004 as  “Fundamentally the wrong place to put a State Highway” (Conclusion 202, 
second to last paragraph of the ruling).  It is misleading and deceptive to even suggest a 
route for the state highway that is fundamentally wrong. (See appendix A5)
! 3.2 Main Findings of Arterial Study Misrepresented:
The strategic case commentary on the 2010-11 Arterial Study ignores the central findings 
of the arterial study. 
“The objective of the Nelson Arterial Traffic Study (the Study) is to determine the best 
transport configuration between Annesbrook and the QEII/Haven Road roundabouts that 
would improve the city as a whole”
! And that the finding was :
“The MCA (Multi Criteria Analysis) concluded that, on balance, the best relative outcome 
taking into account the full range of potential effects associated with each option was 
Option A: Peak Hour Clearways.” (page 1 Stage 4 report)
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So although the reported finding was that because of population and employment pattern 
changes, congestion would not be significant for the next 25 years, it also found that the 
Southern Link was not the best option should an increase in roading capacity be needed.

The Strategic Case Document is misleading and deceptive in not referring to the two 
central findings of the arterial study - that no road capacity increase would be needed for 
the next 25 years and that if roading expansion was needed the Southern Link was not the 
best option.
! 3.3 “Typical Peak Delay” is not Average Peak Hour Travel Delay (Appendix A1)
In the Strategic Case Documents, the typical worst 15 minute period is misrepresented as 
the typical peak hour travel time delay.  The actual average peak hour delay is not 7.5 
minutes as stated in the document - this is the typical worst 15minute delay, not the typical 
peak HOUR travel delay.  The actual peak hour travel delay is less than 4 minutes on 
Waimea  Road. And the actual peak hour travel delay on Rocks Road is not 3 minutes but 
2 minutes. NZTA have misrepresented the delay by nearly double (these figures are from 
NZTA graphs averaging morning and afternoon peak hour travel times) (see appendix for 
screenshot where the text 4.5.1.2 of the Strategic Case says “The average peak hour 
travel times delay for each route is shown below,...” yet what is shown below is not 
average peak hour, but average worst 15 minutes).  This figure of a 7.5 minute peak hour 
delay is used and repeated throughout the Strategic Case Document.  
! 3.4 Misleading statement that increasing population will increase congestion 
pressures
The Strategic Case on page 7 says “Increasing population and growth in Nelson and 
Tasman will increase congestion pressures”  This is simply not a true statement.  In the 
context of the Arterial Study finding exactly the opposite, how can this be seen as anything 
other than misleading and deceptive?
! 3.5 Misleading assumption that zero congestion is achievable or desirable
The Strategic Case central premise is that any congestion is intolerable, ignores advice 
such as in the NZTA research report 489 “Cost of Congestion Reappraised Feb 2013” that 
states “attempting to provide free-flow conditions would be uneconomical, if not 
impossible”  p.7  http://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/research/reports/489/docs/
489.pdf
and in the 2014 Ministry of Transport’s Briefing to Incoming Ministers “Building the (road) 
network to meet ‘peak’ demand is neither sensible or feasible” 
p.20 http://www.transport.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/About/Documents/Ministry-of-Transport-
BIM-2014.pdf
It is misleading and deceptive to work on the basis of zero congestion being achievable or 
desirable when NZTA’s own advice says otherwise.
! 3.6 Traffic Levels Misrepresented (Appendix A2)
The traffic graph traffic count graph shown in the Strategic Case document included 2015 
traffic figures as the first increase in traffic for some 10 years, yet it was published in 
October 2015.  There was no explanation of this in the document.  It was, NZTA later 
admitted based on extrapolation of the busy tourist season of January and February.  
NZTA admitted the extrapolation overstated the actual figures. 
! 3.7 School Time Minimal Congestion Hidden
The peak travel delay graphs and figures of peak (15minute) travel delay do not show or 
state that during school holidays, congestion all but dissappears.  The document fails to 
state that the 7.5 minute average worst 15minute delay only occurs during school terms.  
Is is misleading and deceptive to lead people into assuming this happens all year.  It leads 
people away from concluding there might be alternatives to roadbuilding - if we can make 
it enticing to not cart your children to school congestion is solved.
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! 3.8 Misleading Traffic Congestion Increase Graph (Appendix A3)
The graph in the Public Engagement Document shows traffic growth under every scenario 
(which we have issues with the underlying modeling see below).  But NZTA fails to 
mention that what the very in depth 2010-2011 Arterial Study found, was that yes there 
would be traffic growth, but that it would become more two way traffic and so congestion 
would not increase - i.e. not just into Nelson in the morning, but a lot of people going out in 
the morning too, and vice versa in the afternoons. (see appendix for graph).  Secondly the 
NZTA fails to say why we will see traffic growth in the future when we haven’t had any in 
the past 10 years despite record regional population growth (see appendix for actual traffic 
counts from NCC).  The Parliamentary Commissioner for the environment stresses the 
need to “Ground Truth” theoretical models with facts on the ground.  When the modeled 
traffic flows are so different to the last 10 years zero growth or decline, it is unacceptable 
not to justify the reasons for the differences.  To pretend that these differences don’t exist 
or in the case of the public engagement document to not even mention that we have flat to 
declining traffic for the last 10 years can only be seen as misleading and deceptive.
! 3.9 Essential Information Missing from Feedback Document:
The public were asked to chose between (in essence) two Approaches without having any 
information on the direct and indirect costs of these or even the precise route and 
configuration of the proposed road.  How can people give useful feedback without this 
information? 
! 3.10 Biased Feedback Document: There was a pervasive bias in the wording in 
the Public Engagement document.

On Page 4, the outline text for Approach C states that “[this Approach] would also include 
… network optimisation and travel demand management activities.” This wording is vague 
and neutral, and no negative components or implications of these activities are specified. 

In Approach A, however, travel demand management is spelt out in terms that can be 
expected to be perceived as negative; “…decreasing or limiting the volume of private 
travel during peak periods (travel demand management) by imposing restrictions.”  And 
further down in Approach A these highly negative components are further specified “this 
approach would require parking restrictions and / or parking charges in and around the 
Central Business District to discourage peak period private vehicle travel.”

A similar imbalance is apparent when this item; “Could reduce private vehicle travel during 
the peak periods” is listed as a ‘benefit’ of Approach A. The phrasing of this item has 
clearly negative connotations for a car-dependent population. To be a listed as a Benefit 
the phrasing would be (for instance); “Could free up road capacity during the peak 
periods.” To add to this imbalance, the related issue for Approach C (induced demand, 
which should be listed as a Challenge), “Could increase private vehicle travel during the 
peak periods”, is not included.

Similarly, a Benefit for Approach C is written in a way that attributes a clear positive value 
for this option; “Could improve the environment in and around the existing arterials making 
it more attractive for residents and visitors.”  But the same value is not given for the 
negative impact of such a road; instead the text states in totally neutral terms that a new 
road “is likely to affect the local environment (natural and buildings) along, in and around 
the new route.” To be consistent, this wording would have been; “could degrade the local 
environment (natural and buildings) along, in and around the new route, making it less 
attractive for residents and visitors.”
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Individually, these instances of component wording might carry little weight in influencing 
public responses to the engagement information. But this is a pattern of phrasing one 
Approach (C) in more positive terms, and another Approach (A) in aversive terms. Since 
this material represents is a major component of the public engagement process at this 
stage such an imbalance raises serious questions about the credibility of the process.  
Taken with the information with the other information given here, it can only be seen as 
misleading and deceptive in promoting a predetermined outcome.

!
4. Feedback based on Flawed Modeling.
The central finding of the in-depth 2010-11 Arterial Study showed congestion was low now 
and unlikely to increase for 25 years.   NZTA’s Andrew James stated they have not found 
anything that the Arterial study got wrong and yet the modeling they show all have 
increases in traffic numbers.  The parliamentary commissioner for the environment 
stresses the importance of “ground truthing” theoretical models with facts on the ground.  
We have had a record regional population growth in the last few years, yet no increase in 
traffic  (see appendix A4 for graph).  Yet the modeling results are showing increased traffic 
under every scenario.

We have three major concerns about the modeling of future traffic flows:

! 4.1 Aging Population Travel Modeled accurately?

We are concerned that the modeling done fails to take into account Nelson’s Aging 
population. Nelson City Council says that almost all of the increase in population will be in 
the over 65 age group. Most of these people won’t be peak hour commuters as most won’t 
be working.

It appears on page 31 of the Future Forecasting, paragraph 3 (see screenshot on following 
page) that NZTA couldn’t model an aging population i.e. employment growth growing less 
than population growth.  It appears NZTA ignored this and assumed all new arrivals would 
be peak hour commuters: If as Nelson City Council are suggesting, that the increase in 
population will ALL be in the retirement age range, with consequently hugely reduce peak 
hour traveling demands and this hasn’t been modeled correctly, what faith can we have in 
the modeling?  Or is it deliberately misleading and deceptive to meet the predetermined 
outcome?      PTO
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! 4.2 Trend to Close into City Living ignored

NZTA seem to be assuming no intensification in close in very walkable suburbs - why is 
that? e.g. The modeling assumes no population growth in area where Betts Carpark is that 
is to be inner city housing with 4-6 households (circled on attached screenshot), and 
NZTA are assuming zero intensification in The Wood other than retirement homes, none in 
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the other close in residential zones.   Regional centres like Nelson are completely different 
to the bigger metropolitan areas in that to be in a walkable range of a Metropolitan central 
city you need to be in the Central Business District. In a Regional centre like Nelson you 
can be in an easily walkable area, (within 1km say) of the centre of the city, and still be in 
an ordinary residential zone. In some cases a low density residential zone. John Key once 
said "the Trends are your Friends" and in future forecasting you ignore trends at your peril. 
The modeling is ignoring the trend towards people wanting to live in townhouses close into 
the city, rather than in isolated houses with large grounds to upkeep.  This is particularly so 
in the older population, which is the age group that NCC say, all our population increase 
will be in. What we believe will happen, is that close-in walkable residential areas will 
become higher density areas: It won't be just the CBD that has increased housing density.  
It is misleading and deceptive for trends such as this not to be incorporated into the 
modeling.

PTO
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! 4.3  Changes in "travel to work mode-share" Ignored

From the table below it can be seen that although they are still very small numbers, there 
was a huge 72% increase in people going by bus to work, a large increase in people going 
to work on motor or powered cycle (this figure according to statistics NZ, may well have 
captured people using electric assisted cycles). And of course a 9% increase in people 
using active transport to get to work is significant too. Those traveling to work by car van or 
truck increased less than the population increase – i.e. car driving is declining as a means 
of commuting. It appears that this change in mode-share with people moving away from 
motor vehicle commuting has not been adequately modeled.

! 4.4  Working From Home growth ignored

Modeling assumes minimal increase in working from home yet between the 2006 and 
2013 census' there was a 14.5% increase in working from home (see table above).  NZTA 
are showing only 1 or 2 extra jobs in each suburb over 20 years, despite this trend and the 
rollout of high speed broadband (see following pages showing only 1or jobs modeled in 
suburbs in the next 20 years).  Assuming few people will be working from home has the 
consequence of more people commuting to work, more people on the road.  

PTO
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APPENDIX:

Documents referred to:
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/nelson-southern-link/Engagement-Summary-
Booklet-including-feedback-form.pdf

http://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/nelson-southern-link/Nelson-Southern-Link-
Investigation-Strategic-Case-Part-A-FINAL.pdf

http://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/projects/nelson-southern-link/Nelson-Southern-Link-
Investigation-Future-Forecasting-FINAL.pdf

http://nelson.govt.nz/council/plans-strategies-policies/strategies-plans-policies-reports-and-
studies-a-z/arterial-traffic-study/

A1 : Average Worst 15 Minutes Misrepresented as Typical Peak Hour Travel Delay
!
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A2 : Traffic Growth Misrepresented (2015 traffic numbers stated before year finished)

A3 : Traffic Congestion Increase Under Every Scenario Suggested
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A4 : Traffic Growth Actual is different that modeled - 
! Theoretical models not “Ground Truthed” with facts on the ground: These are actual 
traffic counts from Nelson City Council. 
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A5 : 2004 Environment Court Ruling on the very route being investigated now -

End.
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